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1. Reimagining Planning as Part of Good Urban Governance by CIP Hague
2. Politics of Planning: The Independence of the Environment Court by Judge John Boland
3. Choruses from the Rock - Public, Media & Politics in Planning Issues by Rod Oram
4. Natural Hazards, Planning & Sustainable Development by Professor Emeritus Dennis W. Wiff
5. Water Allocation in Canterbury by Dr. Bryan Jenkins

9. Institutionalisation of Spatial Planning and Decision Support System for Planning and Governance in Malaysia
10. Climate Change and the RMA
11. Workforce Travel Plans - A New Role of the Game
12. Visual and Noise Effects Reported by Residents Living Close to Rosewood Wind Farm: Preliminary Survey Results
13. Legal Framework for Establishing Regional Planning Authorities for Malaysia
14. Creating Space for Community Planning in New Zealand
16. The Record Hall of the Game - Monitoring the Implementations of District and Regional Plans
17. The Heritage Mandate for Taranaki: Urban Renewal - A Case Study of the Taranaki District Council
18. Do We Have the Capacity to Respond to the Changing Roles in Implementing Urban
22. Community Management - Starting at the Beginning
24. Institutional Framework for Metropolitan Regional Planning: Challenges in Malaysia
25. Conquering partnership. Informal partnerships through community markets
26. An arranged marriage & more: an innovative way on how to make it work
27. Partnership initiatives to improve implementation and awareness of the RMA
28. The Loss of an Ordinary Landscape
29. The Contribution of Environmental Compensation to the Sustainable Development of Resources
30. The Beech Neighbourhood Sustainability Framework and Tools to Measure Neighbourhood Sustainability
31. Monitoring Settlement Sustainability - A review of Practice
32. Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy & Collaborative Approach
33. Reverse Sensitivity & Cross-Border
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